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xLASM: A new extra-Large Area Scanning 
Macroscope/microtome system to analyse the 
microstructure of firn and ice cores up to 55 cm in 
length

Content
The microstructure ( i.e. the grain boundary network, grain size, grain shape, grain boundary curvature and 
length, …) provides important, basic information about the processes involved in the compaction of polar 
firn and in the deformation/flow of  ic e. The  preparation of the  samples is time consuming and  rai ses the 
questions how representative the relatively few samples are. Standard microstructural analysis is based on 
section lengths not larger than 10 cm until now.
In our poster we introduce the development of a microtome and a LASM system to analyse full core sections
up to a length of 55 cm and10 cm in width in a resolution of 5 µm. Both instruments, the microtome and 
xLASM are computer controlled. Special ice core holders were developed to fulfil the needed precision for 
moving the microtomed/polished core sections between the two instruments. To obtain the high resolution (5 
µm/pixel) the surface of a core is scanned three times in stripes of 42 mm in width later stitched together to a 
single image. First results obtained from a firn core (eg18s6) and a deep ice core (NEEM IS19/20) are presented. 
The precision of both instruments is so high that the 3-dimensional reconstruction of the grain shape seems 
possible over the full length of 55 cm. The large images require new techniques to process the images of the 
obtained images in an efficient way.
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